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letterfromeditor
I came out of the womb doing
a time step and never stopped.
As a child I remember spending hours spinning about in the
sand in our driveway, leaping
gracefully through the air and
choreographing slick dance routines every time I heard music.
Here’s a secret…I still do it
today. I can’t go through my
kitchen without doing a few pirouettes, I tap dance in elevators
(it tickles my stomach), I turn
cartwheels in the grass. These
momentary distractions from my
chaotic life are delicious and
necessary. (Heck, I had to get up and bust a move while writing
this letter.)
I recently visited B-Risque Alternative Fitness Studio to see
what the buzz was about. About 20 women of all ages, sizes and
backgrounds were in the Pole 101 class I apprehensively decided
to try. Before long we were cheering each other on and exploring
our creativity and feminine mystique. For one hour nobody was
thinking about their jobs, kids or bills. We were fully engaged in
laughter and freedom, tapping into our inner child that gets lost
in the responsibilities of life.
Take a moment to think about how you spend your time. Is
creative time even on your list of priorities? Creativity is a form
of play and when we don’t make the time for it, we can become
dull, stressed and sad.
Creativity allows us to move out of the chatter of our left brain
and into the peace and serenity of our right brain. It gives us
relief from trying to figure things out. It opens the doorway to
the flow of our higher knowing, allowing information to come
through to us that gets blocked when we stay locked into our
minds.
We all need balance in life between doing and being, between
thinking and feeling, between work and play. Pablo Picasso once
stated, “All children are artists. The problem is how to remain an
artist once he grows up.” So go ahead, express yourself! Make
time for that magical activity that is a rejuvenating source of joy,
creativity and self-healing.
Lisa Moore, Editor
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Natural Awakenings is your guide to a healthier, more balanced
life. Our mission is to provide insights and information to improve
the quality of life physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually.
In each issue readers ﬁnd cutting-edge information on natural
health, nutrition, ﬁtness, personal growth, green living, creative
expression and the products and services that support a healthy
lifestyle.
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newsbriefs
The Peace Ribbon Visits Charlotte
In honor of the International Day of Peace on September 21, The Peace Ribbon, a
memorial for the fallen soldiers and Iraqi civilians who have died as a result of the
invasion and occupation of Iraq, will visit Charlotte.
The Peace Ribbon is sponsored by Code Pink, a women-initiated grassroots peace
and social justice movement working to end the war in Iraq, stop new wars and
redirect our resources into healthcare, education and other life-affirming activities.
Since 2005, the Peace Ribbon has been displayed all over the country. Jacque
Betz, project coordinator, came up with the idea in 2002 as a way to support soldiers at war as well as be against the war itself. The Peace Ribbon currently has 200
hand-crafted panels. Betz’s goal is to create a remembrance panel for each life that
has been claimed by the war.
Betz said she wanted to make sure those that are left wing, right wing or in the
middle could remember those who gave the ultimate sacrifice. “People can be for
peace and honor those that died in war. The worst thing that can happen to a person
is to be forgotten,” says Betz.
The Peace Ribbon will visit various locations in Charlotte during the month of
September. Visit codepinkalert.org or http://myspace.com/codepinkcharlotte to
see locations. For directions on how to make a panel to honor a loved one, contact
Jacque@codepinkalert.org or 352-468-2101.

Charlotte Shout Sees Green
Charlotte Shout, a month-long celebration of art, culture, and community, is going
green this year to reduce the ecological footprint of events.
Over 200 performances in more than 40 venues are held throughout the Charlotte
region from September 5-30. Through recycling, composting, using supplies made
from recycled paper and plastics and promoting transportation efficiencies, officials
hope to reduce waste by 30% this year.
This year’s events will integrate ecologically intelligent practices and promote
environmental responsibility and sustainability. The event will emphasize local
food, collect waste for composting, utilize a solar-powered generator and encourage
spectators to ride bikes or take transit to the events.
For an event schedule visit CharlotteShout.com.

Global Mala Project at Yoga South
Yoga as Peace in Action

On September 21- 23 - the Fall Equinox and the United Nations International
Day of Peace - yoga studios and organizations around the globe will raise funds and
awareness for essential issues of our times.
The Global Mala Project unites the global yoga community to form a “mala
around the earth” through collective practices based upon the sacred cycle of 108.
Yoga teachers and enthusiasts in Charlotte will gather at Yoga South to participate in
a yin yoga class,108 sun salutations, 3 rounds of 108 mantras and 108 minutes of
meditation. The event will wrap up with a Kirtan led by vocalist Christine Navarro.
“To be a part of a global ritual to bring awareness through the power of intention,
movement, meditation, breath and singing is extremely inspiring. Please join us as
we move towards collective consciousness together,” says Yoga South owner Marcia
Hoffheins.
Yoga South is located at 9301-A Monroe Rd. in Matthews. For a schedule of
events visit Yoga-South.com. Info:globalmala.org.
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Breakthrough Performance Workshop
Transformation Through Song

How many of us have belted out a song, but only in the car, the shower or
behind closed doors? Mick and Tess Pulver are removing the curtain and guiding
people into the open arms of a receptive audience. Breakthrough Performance
Workshop encourages participants to transcend
what holds them back with ease, grace and a song.
“A safe environment encourages each person’s
unique voice to emerge naturally. Participants shed
layers of inhibitions and self-consciousness to let
more of themselves shine through in a song,” says
Mick. He created the program as a way to share
the transformative power he found when performing live with bands such as Three Dog Night.
The workshops range from a weekend experience to a 2-month journey. Each ends in a live performance with an awesome
professional band. “Breakthrough is about expression, not perfection. Singing is
innately one of the most liberating forms of release” adds Mick.
Breakthrough Performance Workshop is offering free experiential introductions
on Sept. 5, 12, 19, and 26 at 7:30pm. in Matthews. A workshop will take place
Sept. 26-28.
Info: 704-443-6196 or bigembrace.com. See ad page 14.

Carolinas Natural Health Center
Adds Psychotherapy
Carolinas Natural Health Canter is adding psychotherapy to their scope of
patient services. Belinda Haverdill, a Licensed Professional Counselor, utilizes a
holistic approach to working with clients.
Haverdill does not believe in belaboring or examining the past through a microscope, but instead focuses on helping individuals unlock and become freed from
frustration, pain or their past to better cope with challenging situations or work
through life transitions.
“My goal is to help clients unlock the past, embrace the present, hope for the
future and discover well being,” says Haverdill who has a BA in Psychology and a
Masters in Counseling.
Carolinas Natural Health is located at 1212 Mann Drive, Suite 100 in Matthews.
Info: 704-708-4404. See ad page 13.

Sacred Meditation Healing at Unity of Charlotte
Rev. Scott Sherman, head of Unity Churches EnVision Ministry, will visit Charlotte September 17 and 18 to offer Sacred Meditation Healing sessions as well as
training classes. Sherman, who learned the technique from medical doctors, has
shared this practice for the last six years.
The experience involves gentle touch or near touch of one’s energy centers in
a loving, devotional setting. The intent is to amplify the natural energies of the
mind/body and thus facilitate greater balance and wholeness. Sherman says, “It
is the most loving, gentle experience I know. Because it is holistic, it has helped
hundreds to be healed of physical, emotional, financial and relationship issues.”
For info on Rev Sherman’s schedule, call 704-523-0062 or visit UnityofCharlotte.
org. See ad page 31.
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newsbriefs
Organic Plant Healthcare
Now Open in Matthews

Jazz

by Jane Mjolsness
Jane Mjolsness’ love of drawing and
day dreaming ever since she was a
young girl started her on her way to
a life in illustration. Originally from
Minnesota, and now a resident of
Naples, Florida, Jane often pulls inspiration from her time living in London,
studying in Italy and traveling extensively throughout Europe. Influences
of Chagall, Gauguin, Klee, Matisse
and Picasso are evident in her art.
“The shear energy that was going
on in Paris in the 1920s is mind numbing,” says Jane. Through her love of history and storytelling, she realized in her
travels that “the most amazing artists
were actually illustrators.”
Jane loves to turn a complex
idea or concept into an eye pleasing,
thought provoking visual treat. It’s an
approach that’s proved popular with
many corporate clients. Her images
work across media, from packaging
to print media to animals, people
and scenes.
To view a portfolio of art by Jane
Mjolsness, visit janemjolsness.com.
The artist may be reached at 800-449-

Local landscape care expert Billy Styles says healthy soil is the foundation of all
plant health. Organic Plant Healthcare provides organic based soil conditioners and fertilizers that focus on feeding the soil, which in turn feed the entire
plant from the root tip to the leaf tip.
Conversely, synthetic, salt-based fertilizers dry out the soil depriving plants
of beneficial microorganisms and natural food sources. They are primarily
designed to promote top growth and a color response.
Styles is also concerned about excessive and improper watering. “Stop
wasting your water and grow organic,” states Styles, who is a Certified Master
Gardener and a NC Certified Turf Grass Professional. “Organic based conditioners and fertilizers
can reduce the need for watering as much as 75%
when used as part of an annual organic based
program.”
Organic Plant Healthcare is located off Hwy. 51
North in Matthews, past the intersection of Monroe Rd. Info: 704-841-1000.

Nurture Your Dreams to Life
A Women’s Weekend Workshop

Jackie Burleson, a certified life coach, and Belinda Haverdill, a licensed
professional counseler and NIA instructor, will co-facilitate a retreat for
women October 5-7 at Waterfall Mountain Retreat located near West Jefferson, NC.
The program will use a holistic energizing approach to help women identify
and connect with what they truly desire. Blocks to achieving one’s life dream
will be identified and lovingly dealt with effectively, along with an action plan
to achieve the vision each woman has. There will also be continued support
options to help ensure each woman’s success.
Info/registration: Belinda Haverdill at 704-541-1141 ext. 201 or bh@belindahaverdill.com.

Singer Daniel Nahmod in Concert
Singer/Songwriter and humanitarian Daniel Nahmod
will share his profound, heart-opening original music at
an October 7 concert. Nahmod’s message of peace, love
and compassion crosses all nations, cultures and faiths.
He has presented his music and message for nearly all of
the world’s major faiths.
Nahmod’s music teaches oneness, acceptance, love
and unity. One dedicated fan says, “When I heard Daniel
perform for the first time, I felt like I’d been prayed to
with music.”
Nahmod will perform at the Center For Positive Living,
6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332 in Charlotte at 7pm. Cost: $20. cplcharlotte.com
or 704-531-7993.

6205 or Jane@JaneMjolsness.com.
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Hypnosis as a Weight Loss Tool
by Jennifer Gage, PhD
Using willpower and persistence to achieve
goals may not work long term because they’re
managed by our conscious mind. Researchers
have discovered that the conscious mind only
controls a very small percentage of our dayto-day actions. In fact, it is estimated that 95%
of all perception and behavior is driven by
the other part of our brain, the subconscious
mind. If we do not “re-train” the subconscious
mind, at the same time that we make a resolution, we will likely within very short order
return to our old habits.
The word “rationalize” when broken into
two words really means “rational-lies.” The
internal self-talk we catch ourselves doing
is automatic and a result of the system doing its job to keep us at our comfort zone
even though it’s not what we want. This has
been scientifically proven over and over
again by the world’s leading scientists.
A study published in the Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology (1995) demonstrated that adding hypnosis to a weight loss
program doubled its clinical efficacy. More
astounding, this efficacy had actually increased at the two-year follow-up mark. That
is, people who used hypnosis not only lost
more weight than the control group during
the study, but they also continued to derive
benefits from this method over the long term.
Jennifer A. Gage PhD is a hypnotherapist
at Carolinas Natural Health Center in Matthews. She can be reached at 704-7084404 for a free consultation.

Endermologie FDA Approved
to Reduce Cellulite Appearance
Endermologie has been approved by the
FDA for the temporary reduction of cellulite.
Endermologie invloves a massage machine
with 2 rollers and a gentle suction action that
when rolled over the top layer of fat makes a
fold. This folding action stretches the connective tissue and results in the reduction of
cellulite and body measurements.
Endermologie treatments have also been
proven to reduce body measurements,
increase circulation, provide relief of muscular pain and reduce muscle spasms.
Source: Dr. Thomas Marlowe of Dr.
Marlowe’s Weight Loss Institute in Charlotte, 704-348-4000.
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News and resources to inspire concerned
citizens to work together in building a
healthier, stronger society that works for all.

Green Guitars
Music Industry’s “Certain Shade
of Green”
The green music tour bus has been slow on the
uptake, but it’s accelerating nicely these days. Artists like Willie Nelson, John Mayer, The Fray, Bon
Jovi and Incubus are working with environmental
organizations to revamp and green their concerts
on and off stage.
Incubus, for example, is switching to organic
food for the band, organic T-shirts for fans, and
recycled paper and soy ink for posters and flyers.
They encourage venues to recycle waste. And plan
to fuel tour buses with clean-burning biodiesel.
Resurrected vintage instruments are being
played by trendsetters. And new-instrument manufacturers like Gibson and First Act are incorporating Rainforest Alliance-certified
and Forest Stewardship Council-certified hardwoods. Dave Maize Acoustic Guitars
even uses reclaimed wood for its guitars.
Some major labels too are working to reduce waste, purchase carbon offsets,
and use more eco-sound packaging for their share of the 1.8 billion CDs sold
worldwide each year.
Concert fans can help by carpooling, riding a bike or taking public transportation to events. They can add a vital voice urging venues to use reusable utensils and
operate recycling programs.
Source: TheGreenGuide.com

Doomsday Vaults
Noah’s Ark of Seed Banks
The 21st century has triggered a flurry of seed banks. Construction just began on
an Arctic “doomsday vault” containing seeds of humanity’s 21 food crops to allow
replanting in case of global disaster. One hundred countries have backed the plan,
and the Norwegian government is overseeing construction. Seeds will be kept at -4º
F on the Svalbard archipelago just south of the North Pole and 426 feet above water
to account for rising sea levels.
Meanwhile the Millennium Seed Bank
Project in Britain, the official repository
for all the world’s wild plant seeds, has
banked 18,000 species from 126 countries. Scientists typically tap 100 individual
plants of the same species to preserve
genetic diversity. Reliable storage can
hold dried seeds in suspended animation
for two centuries. “We don’t know what
benefits [all] these plants will provide,”
says Kayn Havens of the Chicago Botanic Garden. But “if we lose them, we lose all
of those options.”
Source: YesMagazine.org and The Christian Science Monitor
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Festivals of Green
Ecological-Minded Businesses to Hold Perfect
Parties
Hundreds of
businesses who
hold themselves
accountable for
their sustainable, ecological
and socially equitable practices
plan to gather at
Green Festivals
in Washington, D.C. (Oct. 6-7), San Francisco, California (Nov.
9-11) and Seattle, Washington (Apr. 12-13). Each will host 200
visionary speakers in talks and workshops set to welcome an
increasingly conscious public. Each expects to see attendance
in the tens of thousands.
Thought leaders, business leaders, community activists
and daily attendees will find kindred spirits eager for fresh
news and views of what we all can do to green up our lifestyles. Organic cuisine, green films, eco-career advice, yoga
and movement classes, and music sessions will round out a
stellar weekend experience.
Sign up to participate at GreenFestivals.org.

Jungle Eyes
New Amazonian Rainforest Preserve
The Brazilian government has announced the creation of the
world’s largest rainforest preserve, a 58,000-square-mile park
in the northern Amazon that will be larger than Illinois. Over
the past few years, the region has been a lawless frontier,
with clashes over land rights and uncontrolled logging. Now
environmentalists hope that the preserve will protect crucial
territory for jaguars and monkeys.
Source: Sierra Club

Vegans Unite
Raw Spirit Food Fest
Beyond simple healthy living through a raw organic vegan
diet, this year’s vision for the Raw Spirit Festival in Sedona,
Arizona, October 12-14 has expanded to include world peace
and sustainable solutions for the planet. “Together these
comprise a comprehensive approach for addressing current
global challenges,” says festival founder Happy Oasis. Natural
Awakenings will be among the 245 green-oriented businesses
demonstrating the possibilities
presented by ecologically
pure, high vibrational
products and conscious services.
For information visit
RawSpirit.com
or call 804-7087324.
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Mighty Tuber
Dig this End-ofSummer Treat

A

Labor Day spread just isn’t the
same without the family’s favorite recipe for a classic potato salad.
Made from an ancient vegetable long
known to support bowel health, a study
published this summer in Chemistry
and Industry now suggests that potatoes
also benefit the immune system.
Spanish scientists found that pigs
fed large amounts of raw potato starch
had decreased levels of white blood
cells like leucocytes and lymphocytes.
They point out that this generally indicates an absence of inflammation or
disease in the body.
Although humans don’t usually
eat raw potatoes, they consume these
tubers in many other forms. The researchers concluded that a diet rich in
starch consumption, especially from
cold potatoes, not only may reduce the
risk of bowel cancer and irritable bowel
syndrome, but also may boost overall
health.
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Healthful
Herbs
High-Powered Salads

F

resh herbs not only add zest to any
salad, they also boost cell-preserving antioxidant protection. To boost the
nutrition in any bowl and belly, toss in
some sage, rosemary, marjoram, thyme,
cumin and/or fresh ginger. These readily
complement veggies known to pack a
strong antioxidant punch, such as arti-

choke, beetroot, broccoli, garlic, leek,
onion, radish and spinach. Crunchy
red chicory leaves intermingled with
romaine are good for some antioxidant
flavonoids.
The right dressing presents extra
opportunity to increase the antioxidant
quotient for a super salad, and extravirgin olive oil delivers the most. For
a healthful and low-fat alternative, try
apple or wine vinegars.
Source: EatingWell.com
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Fine-Tuning
Minds on the
Cushion

A

2007 STUDY from
the University of
Wisconsin-Madison found
that subjects who meditated were better
able to control and
sharpen their attention. Researchers examined
these effects during an intensive
three-month
Vipassana
meditation
practice
focused
on reducing mental
distraction and improving sensory
awareness.

Instant
Gratiﬁcation & IQ

W

HOA.
It
seems that
a desire to
be satisfied
right now
is linked
with lower
intelligence.
When 1,000
people in
Germany
were given
the choice
of receiving 100 euros today or 150
euros a year from now, those with a
higher IQ chose to wait for the higher
return. It’s the first time research has
shown a relationship between intelligence and patience.
Source: University of Bonn, July
2007
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H2O Overdose
Balancing Liquids
Intake during Exercise

A

new wave of experts maintains that
many of us drink too much water and
too many sports drinks while exercising.
Part of their job is to study water metabolism rates in athletes engaged in endurance
sports like marathons, triathlons and long
distance cycling. And they believe that the
current drinking practices they see among
all types of workout enthusiasts could put
some individuals at risk for potentially
lethal water intoxication.
They say this serious condition, also
known as exercise-induced hyponatremia,
can be prevented if people respect their
personal “thirst meter” and undertake a
sweat test during workouts to see how
much water they actually need to replace lost body fluids. And they note that
popular notions of healthy fluid replacement are not based on factual data.
Further clarification comes in understanding that sports drinks are basically
water with a few additives, such as sodium, potassium and carbohydrates in the
form of sugars. Researchers point out that it’s incorrect to assume that drinking
sports drinks instead of water will protect an athlete from becoming hyponatremic.
Source: Georgetown University Medical Center, June 2007

DID YOU KNOW…
that mild exercise tends to burn through more fat than carbohydrates in the form of glucose? As exercise intensiﬁes,
muscles demand more energy from glucose than fat. At the
highest level of physical activity little fat disappears.
Source: The Journal of Physiology, June 2007

Strange Science
Charting Health by the Stars

Give your client list
a checkup
...........................
Promote your business in Charlotte’s only

Holistic Yellow Pages
ads@awakeningcharlotte.com
704-499-3327
Annual Health and
Wellness Directory

Coming in October

V

irgos tend to vomit more than others during pregnancy. Pisces may
have an increased risk of heart failure. Libras seem more prone to fracturing
their pelvis. Too weird to be true? Perhaps not, reports Peter Austin, a Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council grantee.
He was part of a small research team at the Institute for Clinical Evaluation
Sciences in Toronto who surveyed hospital visits in Ontario, Canada, to compare
illnesses across astrological signs. “We did this study to prove a larger point—the
more we look for patterns, the more likely we are to find them,” says Austin.
“Replace astrological signs with another characteristic, such as gender or age, and
immediately your mind starts to form explanations for the observed associations.”
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Lovely Acts
Uncovering Altruism’s Inner Workings

A

ltruism has long puzzled neuroscientists and evolutionary
biologists. They query: “If the human brain has evolved to
maximize its owner’s survival, then why are we motivated to help
others—even at sometimes great personal cost?” Two new studies
shed light on this joy of giving by using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to observe associated brain activity.
Researchers found that as subjects played computer
games that enabled them to earn money for real-life charities,
their fMRI images revealed activity in the same brain areas
that govern selfish longing and rewards. They discerned that
to function altruistically we need to see that the people we
are helping have goals, and that our actions will have consequences for them.
Source: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and
Stroke, May 2007

ODE MAGAZINE REPORTS THAT DAIRY COWS
apparently enjoy pop tunes like people do. Wisconsin
saxophonist Franz Braun regularly plays open-air
gigs to a moo audience who crowd around and
respond with record amounts of tastier milk.

Baby Safe
Glass Baby Bottles Return

S

ales of glass baby bottles have soared as parents respond
to a recent Environment California report that five leading
brands of plastic baby bottles leach the toxin bisphenol A into
liquids coming into contact with them. Though the plastics in
question have been commonly used in everything from baby
bottles to toddler toys for 25 years, parents aren’t
taking any chances.
Environmental health advocates recommend
that consumers avoid bottles and food containers made of clear, hard polycarbonate plastic,
which may be labeled #7 or PC on the underside,
as well as polyvinyl chloride, which contain
phthalates and may be labeled #3 or PVC.
Instead, advocates recommend parents
choose bottles, cups and food containers
made of plastics #1, #2 or #4 (polyethylene)
and softer opaque #5 (polypropylene). In any
case, avoid washing plastic dishware
with harsh dishwashing soap and hot
water.
Better yet, go for glass or stainless
steel. Glass may be breakable, but
it worked for earlier generations,
and just makes more sense.
Source: Links.SFGate.com/
ZCM
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Fashion
with a Conscience
A new generation of edgy
designers is exploding on
runways from London to Sao
Paulo and redeﬁning ecofashion. Stylin’ baby boomers
are exercising their heightened
fashion sense and moral center,
and hip young designers are
grasping the power they have to
change society.
Together they’re creating
proﬁtable business models in
tune with global consciousness.
Big name celebrities are
beginning to dress the part,
and big name corporations
are scrambling to jump on the
sustainable clothes bandwagon.
Ethics, in short, have become
fashionable.

FROM THE COLLECTION OF DESIGNER ANNA COHEN

by S. Alison Chabonais

W

alk into an über trendy boutique these days and we might see widelegged pants sewn from bamboo, a shirred shirt constructed from
corn, or an iridescent dress made with wood pulp. An online search
turns up fly editions of organic cotton T’s, tanks, shorts and slacks.
Repurposed materials are popping up in highly wearable resurrections of castoffs,
overruns and clearance merchandise.
Most colorful of all are the refashioned high-styling glad rags making fresh
statements at this year’s fashion week showcases. Clever makers often factor in
vintage fabrics, thrift store finds, recycled materials and cutup yardage of luscious
fabrics like organic silks, wools and cashmeres.
It’s a far cry from the drab burlap hemp and hippie tie-dye of yesteryear.
“Oh my gosh, it’s so beautiful.” That’s the reaction designers like Hellen Yuan
hope for when a customer spots her diaphanous blouses and fluidly draped pants.
Yuan is a former senior designer for the “luxury eco by Linda Loudermilk” label in
Los Angeles. Loudermilk’s line successfully experiments with unusual fibers ranging from soybean oil and Japanese sasawashi leaf to recycled plastic bottles. Given
a popular conscience newly awash in green, one wonders what other innovations
upcoming collections will bring.
Summer Rayne Oakes, a socially conscious model and environmental activist
who blogs about fashion for Eco-chick.com, notes that just five years ago less than
20 designers “were doing interesting things.” Today her online directory lists scores
of eco-brand fashions, shoes and accessories at various price points worldwide.
Designer Nina Valenti of Nature vs. Future in New York City comments that
only a few of the stores that sell her clothes are “green boutiques”, though 50 to
75 percent of her designs are made of sustainable fabrics. She intends that all of
her pieces be “functional, comfortable and bold, made to truly fit the body.”
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True to form, a typical
boutique shopper looks for wellfit garments with glamour. The fact
that they’re made of natural materials
that benefit their person as well as the
planet is a bonus. An online shopper tends
to approach their apparel needs from
the flip side, seeking out righteous
clothing, and discovering an array
of delightful styles. Whether shopping for durable daily wear or
avant-garde outfits, customers
like the latest in 21st century
fashion.

Slowing Fast
Fashion
Earlier this year,
Cambridge University released a groundbreaking report titled “Well Dressed?”
Researchers zeroed in on the environmental degradation caused by an apparel industry premised
on frantic seasonal turnover and notorious for its crimes against
nature. They portrayed an industry characterized by wide use of
pesticides, petrochemicals and toxic bleaches, noxious factory
emissions, and unhealthy labor environments and practices.
Citing the current $1+ trillion annually spent on clothing
and textiles worldwide, researchers note that cheap disposable
clothes have displaced hand-me-downs as a dressing mainstay in many parts of the world. It’s a phenomenon suitably
dubbed “fast fashion,” as store shelf life averages just a couple
of months. In short, while grandmother kept most or part of
her wardrobe her entire adult life, her granddaughters might
revamp their closets every six months.
“The throwaway approach has gone too far,” says Carolyn
Manson of Bolshie, an ethical boutique in Glasgow, Scotland. “I
want people to take a long-term view of clothes. And organic, fairtrade and made-to-measure should be available to everyone.”

Walk into an über trendy boutique these days
and we might see wide-legged pants sewn from
bamboo, a shirred shirt constructed from corn,
or an iridescent dress made with wood pulp.
Manson’s shop stresses fabric recycling based on the fact
that only 25 percent of unwanted textiles, clothes and shoes in
the UK are currently recycled. The rest end up in landfills and
incinerators. In America, the scenario is likely worse.
The Cambridge report recommends that we buy fewer,
more expensive and durable items of clothing, some made of
recycled fabrics or fibers, which can be worn in good taste for
many years. Wealthy individuals have long appreciated the value
of owning permanently fashionable outfits (think Chanel or
Armani suits). A good piece need not be updated to stay current.
Further, the study suggests that we expand our concept of
sharing. We might lease clothes for a month or a season, just
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as formal stores rent tuxedos. Retailers
could buy back old clothes at a discount
for consignment or recycling. Repurposing old gloves, socks and ties, swapping
wardrobes with friends, and passing along
items to charity can reduce the environmental costs of planned obsolescence.
A sure “best buy” are clothes that
can be washed in cool water and air-dried
without ironing. Surprisingly, some synthetics beat organic cotton in terms of the
energy required for laundering over their
lifetime. Social trendsetters soon hope to
see an eco-tag of environmental costs and
benefits alongside the price tag.

Permanent Pieces
“As we live longer we expect our products
to live longer,” observes designer Michele
Wesen Bryant of New York’s Fashion Institute of Technology. By definition, couture
means “made to measure.” And Bryant is
excited by a new wave of semi-couture
garments with generous seam allowances
that can be taken in or out to accommodate the body as it matures and changes.
University of Delaware graduate
Brenda Greene is pioneering built-in detachable pieces and panels to do this and
more. At the last International Textile and
Apparel Association meeting, she showed
how the same ensemble can adapt to the
wearer’s moods from day to day and to
weather extremes from season to season.
Designer Sass Brown of the Fashion
Institute of Technology points out yet
another adaptation. “Fair Trade rather than
aid has become a motto among green
designers,” she says. Project Alabama, for
example, turns out exquisite hand-quilted
and embroidered heirloom clothing made
of 100 percent natural fibers. And CoopaRoca of Rio de Janeiro, started by six
women from an impoverished neighborhood, “has become an international force”
according to Brown. This successful coop
now partners with large corporations and
is widely recognized for its seamless crocheted, knitted and tatted clothing artistry.
Though green fashion gained prominence as a phenomenon of upscale venues, the trickle down now is swaying the
decisions of everyday shoppers who want
to do the right thing. The Green Guide
happily reports that as everyday fashion
grows greener, wardrobe staples are getting less expensive and easier to find, noting that “each green piece you add to your
collection is a step in the right direction.”
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Get the Scoop

T

raditional clay-based clumping cat litters are the
most common and widely sold in super-markets and
pet supply stores. Clay litters do not biodegrade and
instead pile up in landfills, producing chemicals that
can potentially harm human health. According to the International Agency for Research on Cancer, clay litters also produce dusts that contain silicon particles, which are known
human carcinogens. In addition, the clay used for litter is
obtained through strip-mining, a practice that causes adverse
environmental effects on surrounding soil, water and air.
Some pet owners have reported respiratory and other
health problems in their cats due to both the inhalation and
ingestion of clumping clay litters. Once inside the lungs or
digestive tract, the litter can expand from moisture and cause
irritation and blockages. In the lungs this can lead to infection, and in the intestines dehydration and a decrease in
nutrient absorption can result. Scientific studies and documented cases of such incidents seem to be in short supply,
however, and such claims seem to be only anecdotal.
To be safe, however, there are a number of environmentally friendly alternatives that are deemed safer for people
and cats alike. Recycled newspaper, for one, can be used to
create cat litter in pellet form. It is biodegradable, flushable,
burnable and 99 percent dust-free. It also has the advantage
of not getting tracked around the house, unlike clay litters.
Fibre Cycle, a company with the primary mission of find-
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ing innovative and environmentally friendly uses for recycled
paper, sells such paper-based cat litter and claims it to be
highly absorbent, biodegradable, long lasting, lightweight and
virtually dust-free.
Plant-based litters are made from materials such as corn,
corncobs, cornhusks, wheat by-products, wheat grass and beet
pulp. According to Worldwise, a leading manufacturer of environmentally responsible pet products, plain ground corncobs
are a good choice because they are made of natural, flushable,
biodegradable materials, have no odor, are very absorbent and
don’t produce the same kind or volume of dust as clay litters.
Litters made from pine and cedar saw dusts offer yet
another non-clay alternative. As with the plant-based offerings,
they are made from natural scrap materials that biodegrade.
They also eliminate odor naturally—due to the innate ability of
both pine and cedar to absorb and neutralize ammonia—rather
than cover up odors with chemicals and perfumes.
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School of Rock

photo by Carol Marley/Stellamaris Imagery

For those about to rock…
Karl Moklar, owner of Streetwise Music in Indian Trail, has pioneered a new wave
of music instruction. His “Rock School” merges the classroom setting with a live
band experience. Students apply what they learn in private lessons during live performances that enhance team building, presentation and audience interaction skills.
Many students go on to the prestigious Berklee College of Music in Boston, Moklar’s
alma mater.
“Our students break out of their shells through music to become more outgoing
and confident.”
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Recycled

art,
Cheerful

art

David Edgar
is Associate
Professor of
Art at UNCCharlotte and
creator of the
Plastiquarium.
After sculpting
in fabricated
steel for 30
years, he
currently
uses recycled
plastic product
containers for
his art.
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His
Plastiquarium
artwork
consists of
colorful,
fantasy fish
and other
marine life,
masks and
free-form
sculptures.
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What do you hope people will take
away from viewing your Plastiquarium art?
First, I want people to smile. Contemporary art
today is not always a cheerful experience. Next, I want them to
realize that a plastic fish is not as wonderful as the real thing.
Are we moving to a world where nature becomes something
that has to be manufactured out of manmade materials?
What impact on the environment and marine life can
plastic containers cause?
Some detergents contain chemicals that can harm fish when
they are washed down the drain. This increase of phosphates
feed algae that can kill marine life and disrupt the balance
of the marine biosphere. Also, a standard size plastic bottle
with the lid on it can’t be compacted and will take up 1 cubic
ft. of landfill space. Plastic is made of oil. When we fail to
recycle, it’s a waste of a valuable natural resource.

“When we fail to recycle, it’s a waste
of a valuable natural resource.”
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make
noise
make aa joyful
joyful
noise
Sound as a creative healing force
&

by Lisa Moore
Imagine your life as a harmonic symphony orchestra, with
your many facets thought of as instruments. In a state of
wellness, all the instruments are in tune with one another,
creating the most beautiful music.
But if one instrument in that orchestra is slightly out of tune
or off beat, the music loses some of its power and magic.
When we become ill, it’s almost as though we have lost our
sheet music and don’t know the notes or where the downbeat is in the music.
Mitchell Gaynor, M.D., author of Sounds of Healing: A
Physician Reveals the Therapeutic Power of Sound, Voice and
Music, says that, “Sound enters the healing equation from
several directions: It may alter cellular functions through energetic effects; it may entrain biological systems to function
more homeostatically; it may calm the mind and therefore
the body; or it may have emotional effects, which influence
neurotransmitters and neuropeptides, which in turn help to
regulate the immune system - the healer within.”
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From drum circles to poetry jams, karaoke to community
choirs, people in Charlotte are using sound to reduce stress,
explore their creativity, unite as a community and spread joy.

Sound is considered the oldest form
of healing and was a predominant part
of the early teachings of the Greeks,
Chinese, East Indians, Tibetans, Egyptians, American Indians, Mayas, and the
Aztecs. Prayers, songs, stories, speech,
music, chants and mantras must employ rhythm, melody and harmony to
achieve union of body, mind and spirit.
From drum circles to poetry jams,
karaoke to community choirs, people
in Charlotte are using sound to reduce
stress, express their creativity, unite as a
community and spread joy.

Drumming: Using the Natural
Power of Rhythm to Heal
Drumming is a practice that spans the
globe culturally and has been used for
centuries as a means of healing. Group
drumming breaks down social barriers, promotes freedom of expression,
non-verbal communication, unity and
cooperation. Participants can awaken
dormant emotions and unexplainable
feelings of excitement, peace, and
ecstasy.
On the first and third Sunday of
each month females of all ages and
backgrounds gather at Concord United
Methodist Church for a women’s
drumming circle. Circle leader Caren
Knox-Hundley took up drumming 7
years ago after years of watching drum
circles from afar - realizing they were
magical, but thinking she did not have
the rhythm for it. The first time she tried
it, she felt a profound shift.
“Drumming awakened me and I
didn’t even know I was sleeping. My
life changed because my awareness
was revealed,” notes Knox-Hundley,
who has since honed her skills through
West African Drumming.
HealthRHYTHMS, a division of drum
company Remo Inc., provides programs, training and the latest research
supporting the use of drumming as
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an effective means for promoting and
maintaining health and well-being.
Their studies have shown that repetitive
drumming changes brain wave activity,
inducing a state of calm and focused
awareness.
Research suggests that drumming
decreases depression, anxiety, and
stress, boosts immune system functioning and benefits physical health. Studies
indicate those suffering from cancer,
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s disease and
chronic pain may benefit from drumming.
Knox-Hundley believes that anyone
can learn to drum and acknowledges
that there is no part of creation that is
without rhythm. “Rhythm exists in our
bodies, our hearts, our breath,” she
says. “Participation in the creation of
rhythm is empowering. Drumming puts
energy into whatever you want to do in
life.”

“On a physical level, voice involves
gaining command of one’s breathing
and isolating certain muscles to help
produce certain voice qualities. Once
students learn the anatomy and physiology of voice and apply it directly to
their particular vocal art, they develop
on levels that are measurable,” says
Moore, who offers natural voice care
and vocal instruction to singers, poets
and speakers.
Moore believes that one of the most
effective ways to heal is through the
power of voice. She says the key to
coaching people who are suffering is to
allow them to experience the beauty of
their instrument and pull out the positives. “It’s about freeing them from comparing their voice with others and being
honest with them about their goals and
expectations,” she states.
Moore recalls working with a pastor
who had been told as a child that her
singing voice was harsh. As a result, she
dared not sing in her own church. She
came to Moore shy and full of fear.
“We worked on quieting her self-criticism and helping her to speak life to
herself,” recalls Moore. “In weeks she
was belting out the most beautiful full
voice spirituals she had ever allowed.

Singing: Connecting with Your
Natural Voice
We all do it – wail in the shower
like a pop star, croon hymns at church,
whisper sweet lullabies to a baby or
respectfully sing the national anthem at
a ballgame. We’re all singers on some
level.
Singing is an incredibly powerful expression of our selves, reaching places
and emotions we sometimes cannot
access through our minds or our bodies. Singing unites and connects us, and
is our personal and intimate instrument
for healing.
The majority of us would probably
not consider ourselves singers, too
embarrassed to sing out, fearful that we
may be off-key or that our voices may
crack. The good new is that there is
always room for improvement. Tiffaney
Moore, owner of The Natural Voice in
NoDa, believes that anyone can learn
to sing and develop his or her voice.

Try this RDA
Recommended
Drumming Allowance
Those of us who are rhythmically inclined can start the day
by getting out a drum, creating
a rhythm that sets a pattern for
the day, and watching life’s music unfold to our unique beat.
Similarly, we can end our day
in rhythm by returning home
to the drum to release stress,
work issues and other emotions. By speaking from our
heart we tell the story of our
day and enjoy being more present to the rhythm of the night.
Source: Christine Stevens
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While singing in the shower is therapeutic enough for some
people, performing live takes healing to a whole new level.
She felt lifted by her own voice and had
used her voice to heal herself. That is
the ultimate form of healing!”

Performing: Break On Through
to the Other Side
While singing in the shower is
therapeutic enough for some people,
performing live takes healing to a
whole new level. Through Breakthrough
Performance Workshops, Mick and Tess
Pulver lead participants on a rockin’
musical journey to a fully expressed
life.
A life-long musician, Mick established Breakthrough Performance Workshops as a way to share the transformative power he found performing live
with bands such as Three Dog Night.
“Onstage, I experienced moments of
grace when the audience, the music
and the musicians became one and
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time seemed to stand still. Being in
the midst of the loud music, the roar
of the crowd and the adrenaline rush
from this wild, chaotic energy was the
most profound experience of my life. I
became fascinated with this energy and
found I could let it take me, yet stay
very grounded in a state of intense presence,” remembers Mick.
The Pulvers believe that singing
is about expression, not perfection.
“Whenever feelings are repressed, they
become energy blocks in the body,”
acknowledges Tess. “Singing in a state
of present awareness, directed at these
energy blocks, takes us to a state of
grace, centered in our own being.”
One satisfied participant recalls,
“Singing in front of a live band gave
me the confidence I needed to make
changes in my life. It gave me the feeling of empowerment, of taking charge,

of finally being free.”
The workshops encourage people to
take the risks and reap the rewards of
expressing themselves publicly through
song. “People find themselves going to
work and asking for that raise, going
home and renewing that long-term
relationship, or going out and starting
that new career they always wanted,”
Tess concludes.

Chanting: Stilling the Mind with
Vibration and Intention
Chanting is an ancient universal practice throughout the world’s great spiritual, religious and cultural traditions.
The meaning of each chant contains a
transformative power and healing energy. Chanting helps to calm the mind
and body during times of stress and fear
and provides a sense of connection to
the Divine.
The earliest music in the Jewish
service had to do with the chanting of
the Torah. Development of chanting
in Christianity arose in the 4th and 5th
centuries, primarily as a celebration of
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Mass and in the chanting of psalms during daily prayers. Hindu sages created
mantras based on the subtle vibrations
produced by everything in nature.
In Bhakti Yoga, the yoga of devotion,
the repetition of the mantra creates a
mental vibration that allows the mind to
experience deeper levels of awareness.
As one meditates, the mantra becomes
increasingly abstract and indistinct,
until one is finally led into the field of
pure consciousness from which the
vibration arose.
Jon Seskivich, co-founder of the
Universal Chanting Group in Raleigh,
leads chanting workshops and retreats.
He has practiced meditation and chanting for over 20 years and includes Ram
Dass as his mentor. Seskivich is also
a nurse at Duke Hospital and specializes in pain and stress management.
He notes that stress is a factor in more
than half of all disease and believes that
chanting can help reduce stress levels.
“People under stress tend to take
more shallow breaths or have periods
of holding their breath. When stress is
high, or to mitigate the negative effects,

it is more therapeutic to decrease the
body’s need for oxygen by relaxing
and also increasing the supply,” states
Seskivich. “With its freedom of movement, chanting is relaxing and deepens
the breathing.”
Seskivich notes that chanting in
a group is a powerful force and
says, “Through our voices, we join
a stream of consciousness, emotion
and devotion that has been
flowing for centuries, sharing
the joy of making inspirational
music together.”
How chanting works can be
difficult to comprehend. “If we
try to analyze and figure it out, it
keeps us on the intellectual level.
This can be fine for a while, but
through chanting we can access
our emotions, heart and spirit
which can more easily deepen our
connection with our souls,” Seskevich
concludes.
Lisa Moore is a freelance journalist in
Charlotte, NC. She is a wannabe drummer, a closet singer and an avid chanter.
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Movin’
Groovin’
— and —

By Lisa Moore

For many women, a workout
routine can become part of the
monotonous daily grind – boring, dreaded and uninspiring. At
Charlotte’s B-Risque Fitness, the
theme is fun, creative self-expression and acceptance. B-Risque’s
mission is to empower women to
stay active and love their bodies
through alternative fitness solutions.
Women of all ages, colors and
sizes come to B-Risque to laugh and
sweat their way through classes like
Ballet Funk, Sexy Yoga, Pole Dancing 101, Belly Dancing, Afro Brazilian Grooves, Diva Boot Camp
and Curvaceous Cardio.
B-Risque is the brainchild
of local entrepreneur
Nicole Balaam. After
gaining 82 pounds
during pregnancy, she
struggled
to get
the
weight off.
Never a fan of gyms,
treadmills and weights,
Balaam got the idea for
B-Risque after seeing
an Oprah episode that
featured pole dancing
for fitness. It sparked the
idea that women needed an alternative fitness studio where they could
lose weight without exercise becoming
another chore on their list.
“Our focus is for clients to stay active
and love their body now, not when or if
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Lovin’
Life
they attain their goal weight,”
says Balaam. “Women need
to feel comfortable in their
skin.”
The environment at BRisque is non-intimidating, comfortable
and relaxed. The
studio has become
a social sisterhood
where many new
friendships start and
prosper. An experienced, friendly staff
gets to know each
woman on a first name
basis. This nurturing atmosphere helps self-esteem and
positive body image grow.
“Some ladies have built
their confidence
level up to
wear shorts
instead of
pants all the
time,” states
Balaam, whose
goal is to have a
B-Risque Fitness Studio
near all women and has begun
to franchise throughout the US.
“Besides helping me tone and slim down,
B-Risque has helped my confidence and
energy. I feel so much better about my body
and don’t mind showing it off. For once I
was not afraid of swimsuit season!” says
Ashley Finison, 24, a childcare employee.
Finison loves the variety at B-Risque. “I can
build core strength, learn dance routines
or swing around the pole and learn sexy,
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‘
B-Risque:
An Alternative Fitness Studio

seductive moves and have a blast while I’m doing it.”
B-Risque takes pride in serving the community and participates in several service projects. “We walk in the annual Susan B. Komen walk for breast cancer and
wear B-Risque t-shirts with names of clients, staff, family and friends who have suffered or survived cancer,” Balaam states.
The studio also raises funds for Classroom Central, an organization that supplies
teachers and students in need with basic tools for learning. “Education is one of
B-Risque’s highest priorities,” says Balaam, who has started studies for a PhD in
electrical engineering.
With over 60 classes at two locations, B-Risque offers a unique, engaging way
for women to develop physically, emotionally and spiritually. Balaam concludes,
“I decided that I must love myself at every stage in life and want to share that with
other women.”
B-Risque is located at 8816 University East Drive, 704-921-0057 and 3814
Monroe Road, 704-343-2775. For a schedule of classes visit B-Risque.com. A Rock
Hill, SC location will open the last week of September. For more info: rockhill@
b-risquefitness.com.

“I can build core strength, learn dance routines or swing
around the pole and learn sexy, seductive moves and
have a blast while I’m doing it.”
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Soda Nation
Rx for an Overweight Populace
Hooked on Soft Drinks

S

by Susie Ruth
oft drinks take a hard toll on
Americans’ health. According to
Beverage Marketing Corporation we consume a yearly average of 50 gallons
of soda per person. At about 150 calories a pop, that’s a
high price to pay for a little thirst quenching, especially
among those who are watching their weight. The fact
that such “liquid
candy” lacks nutrients and includes
harmful chemicals
is more impetus to
break the habit, as
many people are
starting to realize.
“The average American
gets 22 percent of
their calories from
beverages,” says
registered dietitian
Rachel Johnson,
a researcher at
the University of
Vermont. She advises that everyone
read labels and
consume the most
natural drinks.
Many likeminded nutritionists suggest that
adults limit their
soda consumption
to one 12-ounce
can a day or less, and that kids drink soda no more than
once a week, on special occasions. Johnson says that
soft drinks have no place at all in the diets of children
11 and younger.
The reasons are many, starting with empty calories.
A single 12-ounce glass of regular soda contains up
to 12 teaspoons of sugar (typically high-fructose corn
syrup) at 15 calories a teaspoon. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s suggested limit is 12 teaspoons of sugar a
day from all food sources in its baseline 2,000-caloriesa-day diet.
A recent study in the Journal of the American Dietetic Association showed middle school students choos-
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ing sodas and other sugar-sweetened drinks over other
beverages three-to-one at school vending machines. It also
concluded that those who eat at fast-food restaurants are
more likely to load up on sugary beverages. Another recent
study published in The Journal of Pediatrics determined
that the average 19-year-old American girl now drinks three
times more soda and 25 percent less milk than she did as a
child.
“Because milk provides an important source of calcium in the diets of children and adolescents, the decline
in girls’ milk consumption at a time when bone mineral deposition may predispose to eventual osteoporosis is a major
concern,” writes Dr. William Dietz, commenting on the
findings as director of the division of nutrition and physical
activity at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control. The heavier
soda drinkers in the study also tended to weigh more.
If empty calories and endangered bone health aren’t reason
enough to give it up, soda fans should consider their teeth.
General Dentistry reports that both regular and diet soft
drinks, especially light-colored drinks and canned iced tea,
appear to “aggressively” erode tooth enamel. No matter
how they are sweetened, the phosphoric acid in soda “approaches the level of battery acid,” confirms Kenton Ross, a
spokesman for the Academy of Dentistry.
Even health care workers themselves are not immune to
the effects of soda consumption. A Harvard School of Public

A single 12-ounce glass of regular soda contains
up to 12 teaspoons of sugar (typically highfructose corn syrup) at 15 calories a teaspoon.
Health study of more than 50,000 nurses published in the
Journal of the American Medical Association concluded that
those who drank one or more servings of soda or fruit punch
a day not only gained an extra 10 pounds, but also ran an 80
percent increased risk of developing Type 2 diabetes. “There
is epidemiological work done in children as well as adults
that links obesity and Type 2 diabetes with the consumption of sodas,” observes Dr. Sonia Caprio, a Yale University
professor of pediatric endocrinology.
The beverage industry typically refutes the health
implications of such research, admitting only to the risk
of tooth decay. Yet a slight slowdown in soda sales since
2005, paired with Americans’ move toward healthier foods,
has prompted soda makers to hedge their bets by offering
bottled waters and juices as well as “light” and “fortified”
carbonated drinks.
The most significant change came last year, when
America’s major beverage makers agreed to halt nearly
all soda sales in public schools. Thanks to collaboration
between the Alliance for a Healthier Generation and the
American Beverage Association, as of 2009, elementary
and middle schools will sell only water, juice (with no
added sweeteners), and fat-free and low-fat milk. High
schools will sell only water, juice, sports drinks and diet
sodas under the new plan.
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by Casey McAnn

Imagining Happy,
Healthy Kids
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child’s imagination is powerful. It helps him to
learn and create. It can also help him to process
loss, manage stress and respond well to difficult
emotions. In today’s media-saturated and high-alert culture, children often absorb the anxiety of adults around them amid
their own worries and issues. That’s when the power of imagination can be used to help young people feel safe and strong.
“I don’t know one kid who is really enjoying their childhood, because of all the pressure they feel,” says Dr. Charlotte
Reznick, a practicing child educational psychologist and
associate clinical professor of psychology at the University of
California-Los Angeles. “By giving kids tools to find their own
answers to daily challenges,” she adds, “we open a world of
possibility for self-empowerment.”
Reznick has spent decades guiding children and adolescents
toward positive ways to deal with their stresses and concerns.
Her Imagery for Kids™ program is designed to help troubled
youngsters calm and center themselves as they mine their imaginations and intuition for helpful solutions. Reznick likes to use
guided imagery to help her clients build confidence, self-esteem
and the ability to express feelings not generally verbalized.
Reznik explains that if a person asks a child why he or she
hits a sibling, for example, the child typically won’t be able
to give a reason. But if an adult asks the child’s imaginary
animal friend, he or she will likely get an inner response from
the child. By tapping his imagination, the child bypasses his
natural intellectual defense, according to Reznik.
The process may begin with breathing techniques (see “Balloon
Breath” sidebar) and soothing music designed to reduce anxiety
and induce peace. Reznick then tailors the imagery session to
the child’s particular needs. A boy with chronic headaches may
be guided to breathe in a cool blue color to soothe his “hot”
head. A girl who’s feeling rejected may choose to invite a wise
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and loving guide into her mind for comfort and counsel (see “Animal Friends and
Other Guides” sidebar). If children are
feeling unsafe, Reznick may help them
create inner sanctuaries where they can
retreat and relax.
“It’s a place to pose endless questions
about life issues, and create numerous
positive solutions,” says Reznick, recalling
a 6-year-old client with extreme test anxiety who created a special place where
she and her best friend could study amid
rainbows, fluffy clouds, a shiny sun and
flowers. Another child conjured an image
of Albert Einstein as her study partner.
Reznick explains that the Imagery for Kids
process engages the right side of the brain,
which is oriented toward creativity, emotions and intuition. After a guided imagery
session, Reznick may encourage kids to
write or draw about their experiences as a
way to process any residual emotions and
anchor new insights.
These techniques are not just for
kids. One parent reported using them to
practice meditation, and Reznick uses
imagery in her own life when worries or
fears loom large. She notes that worry is
a form of negative imagination that can
be transformed with positive thoughts.

“We can use the example of thoughts
in our mind being like a TV screen,”
Reznick says. “So if a child is worried
about doing poorly on a test and her
internal TV flashes with anxiety, she can
switch the channel and create a picture
of doing well. Having the positive picture can reduce the anxiety that makes
kids freeze during tests.”
As young people learn to cultivate
positive images internally, it’s important
for parents to be aware of the external
messages surrounding their kids. Reznick
advises parents to censor violent news
and media images at home whenever
possible. “If there is a big news story like
the events of September 11, everyone is
going to hear about it,” says Reznick. “But
talking about it isn’t as harmful as seeing
the images. There is something profoundly
shocking about bringing such images right
into our homes, and most kids I know just
cannot handle it.”
Not all sources of childhood stress
are as extreme as terrorism and natural
disasters. Sibling rivalry, divorce and
peer rejection also can traumatize a
child. Reznick remembers a 7-year-old
who was devastated when her friends
stopped playing with her.

“She called in her ‘wizard’ who
gave her gifts of a heart and star-shaped
crystal to remind her to love herself and
that she is a star no matter what,” recalls
Reznick. ”That gave her the confidence
to make new friends at recess and,
amazingly, once the old friends saw that
she was so independent they wanted to
be friends with her again.”
For parents who may wish to try
guided imagery with their kids, Reznick
recommends starting in short segments
(less than five minutes for the youngest ones) and increasing the time as the
process deepens. Time spent teaching
kids to go inside for their own wisdom
and positive solutions can produce skills
that last a lifetime.
Charlotte Reznick, Ph.D., is a psychologist who specializes in helping children
and adolescents develop emotional
skills for a happy and successful life.
She’s the creator of Imagery for Kids™:
Breakthrough for Learning, Creativity,
and Empowerment techniques and the
author/producer of two therapeutic
CDs, Discovering Your Special Place and
Creating a Magical Garden and Healing
Pond.
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Ask the Green Guru
I want to live in an earth-friendly way, but I have heard it
can be quite expensive. Is it true that ‘going green’ is going
to suck my wallet dry or are there inexpensive options?
Lucy H., Charlotte, NC
There are many things that can
be done to promote green living
for little or no investment at all. For
instance, do all you can to cut your
energy bill in half. Insulate and
improve your air seal around your
house. Change out your incandescent bulbs for fluorescent ones. Use
dryer balls to reduce drying time
and energy use.
Upgrade to more efficient
appliances when replacement is
needed. Tankless water heaters
are comparable in price to regular water heaters. About the size
of four shoeboxes, tankless water
heaters take up little space and
provide non-stop hot water. Also
consider heating with alternative
fuels, such as corn, wood pellets
or bio engineered fuel pellets
Try the old “recycle, reuse”
motto of the 90’s. When building
something, reuse materials from
a torn down house or use leftover
construction materials. Also, barter or trade something you don’t
need anymore for something you
do need. Cut down on costs and
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Guru
Mark
Englander
landfill waste at the same time.
Finally, the most important inexpensive thing to do is buy locally.
Shop at your local farmers market
or a local produce grower and pay
less. Most of the money you pay for
produce in stores goes to the transportation of the product itself, which
contributes to green house gases. In
the US, agriculture is responsible for
7% of annual greenhouse gas emissions.
Green Guru Mark Englander owns
Charlotte Energy Solutions. For more
info contact him at 704-333-4368
or CharlotteEnergySolutions.com.
Submit your questions for the Green
Guru to Editor@AwakeningCharlotte.
com.
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sunday, september 9

tuesday, september 4

Laughter Yoga-1-3pm. Free. Combines simple
laughter exercises and gentle yoga breathing,
which turns into real laughter when practiced in
a group. The Yoga Center, 1940 E. 8th Street. 704372-4289 or 8thstreetstudio.com.

Mediterranean Cooking Class-6-8pm. $35. Talleys,
1408-C East Blvd. 704-334-9200 or talleys.com.
Holistic Health Network-6:30pm. Free. A Blessing
of the Hands ceremony will be held in the chapel
of Presbyterian Hospital, 200 Hawthorne Lane. At
7pm in the Bobcat Room, Genie Ball, PhD will talk
about psychic healing. Ball is a reiki master and in
level IV Healing Touch. Details: Belle Radenbaugh
704-542-7040.

Open House, Free Yoga Classes- 3:30-5:45pm.
Classes: 4 & 5 p.m. Yoga for Life in Dilworth, 1920B Cleveland Ave. 704 344-9642 or yogaforlifedilworth.com.

Abraham-Hicks Study Group-7pm. Embody the
power of the Law of Attraction to live a happy,
harmonious, peaceful life. Center for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332. cplcharlotte.com
or 704-531-7993.

Free Yoga Classes- New class series begins. Classes
are free for new students of all levels. Yoga for Life
in Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland Ave. 704 344-9642
or yogaforlifedilworth.com.

monday, september 10

september 11
wednesday, september 5 tuesday,
Comforting Soupilicious-6-8pm. $35. Talleys,
Free Introduction Evening - Breakthrough Performance Workshop- 7:30-9:30pm. Discover the joy
of singing and the freedom to be yourself in this
unique and groundbreaking workshop supporting
you to come from behind the shower curtain into
the limelight. Held in Matthews. Call 704-4436196 for location.

friday, september 7
“Ethics & Emotions” Class- 12 - 6pm. $95. 6 CE
hours. Interact with peer bodyworkers about
current guidelines and standards. Problem-solve
difficult cases and attract best clients for you. “Self
Care” Class: 6:30-9:30 pm. $50. 3 CE hours. Learn
gentle and effective exercises for you and your
clients. Classes earn state and national renewal credits with approved provider. New 4805 Park Road
Studio. Contact: Linda McCrea, Linwsw@charter.net
or 704-968-2145, www.obtouchworks.com.

1408-C East Blvd. 704-334-9200 or talleys.com.
Institute of Noetic Sciences-7pm. Discuss the
potentials and powers of consciousness. noetic.org.
Center for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste.
332. cplcharlotte.com or 704-531-7993.

wednesday, september 12
Free Introduction Evening ~ Breakthrough Performance Workshop- 7:30-9:30pm. Discover the joy
of singing and the freedom to be yourself in this
unique and groundbreaking workshop supporting
you to come from behind the shower curtain into
the limelight. Held in Matthews. Call 704-4436196 for location.

thursday, september 13

Kripalu Yoga with Kathy Kali- 5:30-7:30pm. $20.
Centering, pranayama, asanas & relaxation for all
levels. Yoga for Life in Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland
Ave. 704 344-9642 or yogaforlifedilworth.com.

Green Drinks Meeting-6pm. Free. An organic,
self-organizing network for those interested in the
environment and green living. Village Bistro in Ballantyne Village. Info: Richard at 704-754-8880.

saturday, september 8

Medicine Wheel -7pm. An honoring of Mother
Earth, exploring the cardinal directions, their energies, power and animal spirit guides and the relationships of all living beings as we walk the Circle
of Life. Info: 704-263-5323 or MunaySpirit.com

Ortho-Bionomy Basics (Phase 4) Class- 9-6. (Also
Sept 9.) $265. 16 CE hours. Learn key concepts
of gentle bodywork that achieves deep results
through proprioceptive nervous system. Observe
and practice positional release techniques for full,
upper and lower extremities. New 4805 Park Road
Studio. Contact: Linda McCrea, Linwsw@charter.
net or 704-968-2145, www.obtouchworks.com.
[Save time and money: take all 25 (state-required)
renewal hours, Fri. - Sun., $340!]
Peaceful Dragon 10th Anniversary Celebration
Festival - 11am-3pm. Free. Food, games for the
kids, demonstrations of tai chi, kung fu, qigong
and yoga. Door prizes, free T-shirts. The Peaceful
Dragon Cultural Center, 12610 Steele Creek Road.
704-504-8866 or thepeacefuldragon.com.
Drumming Workshop with Jim Brock-1-5pm. A
hands-on opportunity for seasoned drummers and
amateurs alike from a master percussionist. Drumming Circles around a bonfire Fri and Sat evenings.
Held at The Bed and Bike Inn in Cabarrus County
less than an hour from Charlotte. Info: 704-4630768, jimbrock.net or bedandbikeinn.com.
Secrets of Kundalini Yoga with Gail Goforth- 2:305pm. $35. Discover the secrets of Kundalini Yoga
as we experience raising our conscious awareness
with pranayama, movement, chanting and meditation. Yoga for Life in Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland
Ave. 704 344-9642 or yogaforlifedilworth.com.

friday, september 14
Tantra Meditation for Couples-6:30-8:30pm. $80/
couple. Reconnect with your significant other and
enjoy the numerous health benefits of meditation
and yoga. Led by Yogi Ranjit Deora. Yoga South,
9301-A Monroe Road in Greylyn Business Park.
Space limited/registration: (704) 708-4404.

saturday, september 15
Reclaim Your Relationship! - An interactive weekend workshop designed for couples who are being
called to know themselves and each other at a
deeper level in a desire to reclaim the relationships
in their lives. Based on the Enneagram, an ancient
tool for heightened self-awareness and personal
transformation. Info: Angelina Corbet at 704-5989205 or Angelina@TheMobiusCompany.com.
Lake Norman Baby Fair-10am-2pm. Free. Fitness
and childbirth classes, prenatal and postpartum
counseling, custom photography, birth announcements and baby gear. Davidson Town Green from
10am-2pm. Info: Rebecca@704-895-1131 or llli.
org.
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Talley’s Annual All-Organic Free Food Tasting Fair-12-3pm. Celebrate Organic
Harvest Month. 1408-C East Blvd. (704) 334-9200 or talleys.com.
Healing Foods for Women: Indulgent Self-Care for Your Internal Goddess
-12:30-2:30pm. $30. With Robin Ives, Holistic Health Counselor. Explore how
to indulge, calm and pamper your internal goddess through food and juicy
self-care. Food tasting. Yoga for Life in Dilworth 1920-B Cleveland Ave. 704
344-9642 or yogaforlifedilworth.com.
Rumi Experience- 4-4:45pm. Free. “Rumi Turning Ecstatic” DVD on America’s most
popular poet. 5-6:30pm: Reading & Discussion with Adrian Vyner-Brooks. Yoga for
Life in Dilworth 1920-B Cleveland Ave. 704 344-9642 or yogaforlifedilworth.com.
Dances of Universal Peace with Akal Dev Sharonne- 6:30pm. Potluck dinner,
7:30-9:30 Dances. Yoga for Life in Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland Ave. 704 3449642 or yogaforlifedilworth.com.

sunday, september 16
Healing Circle-7pm. Love offering. Experience giving and receiving energy from
your heart chakra. Energy healers of all types welcome. Center for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332. 704-531-7993. CPLcharlotte.com.

tuesday, september 18
Express Meals in Minutes- 6-8pm. $35. Talleys, 1408-C East Blvd. 704-3349200 or talleys.com.
The Natural Approach To ADD/ADHD-6:30pm. Free. Haas Wellness Centers
offers natural solutions and treatments for ADD/ADHD. Learn how to create an
individualized program for maintaining normal neurotransmitter levels. Space
limited. Reservations: (704) 837-2420. 3315 Springbank Lane, Suite 304 across
from the Arboretum. doctorhaas.com.
Abraham-Hicks Study Group-7pm. Embody the power of the Law of Attraction to live a happy, harmonious, peaceful life. Center for Positive Living, 6101
Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332. cplcharlotte.com or 704-531-7993.

wednesday, september 19
Fruits & Veggies -More Matters -7pm. Free. We’ll show you how to pack in 10
servings a day by demonstrating some easy recipes. Chef Tori Groat, personal chef
and nutritionist, will prepare food. Dr. Marci Scott, Naturopathic Physician with
Carolinas Natural Health Center, will discuss nutrition. Matthews Public Library
– Community Room, 230 Matthews Station Street. Registration: 704-847-6691.
Holistic Moms Network – 7pm. Free. Holistic Health Counselor Robin Ives Discusses how to easily prepare “Healthy Fun Foods.” Earth Fare, 12235 Johnston
Road. Info: Cady Asch: cady8@yahoo.com or 704-542-3993.
Free Introduction Evening ~ Breakthrough Performance Workshop- 7:30-9:30pm.
Discover the joy of singing and the freedom to be yourself in this unique and groundbreaking workshop supporting you to come from behind the shower curtain into the
limelight. Held in Matthews. Call 704-443-6196 for location.

Thursday, September 20
Thermograpy Seminar-7-9pm. If you are interested in cancer prevention, learn
why thermography is accurate, efficient and necessary. Question and answer
period to follow presentation. Earth Fare, 12235 N Community House Rd.,
Reservations 704-926-1201.

friday, september 21
Essential Self Retreat at CPL- Fri. 6pm –Sun. 6pm. $250. Six inspirational
spiritual teachers and musicians to lead this dynamic retreat weekend of self
recovery and expression. Center for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332.
cplcharlotte.com or 704-531-7993.
Mantra Yoga Night with Charlotte Bhakti Yoga- 7:30-9:30pm. Spiritual chanting
with drums and cymbals. Vegetarian Meal. Yoga for Life in Dilworth, 1920-B
Cleveland Ave. 704 344-9642 or yogaforlifedilworth.com.

saturday, september 22
Master Your Responses To Life: Close the Knowing/Doing Gap-3-6pm. $60. With
Mary Powers, Kripalu Yoga Teacher, & Alix von Cramon, Life Coach. Yoga for Life
in Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland Ave. 704 344-9642 or yogaforlifedilworth.com.
Drum Circle-3pm. Love offering. The Drum is the heartbeat of Mother Earth.
In the sacred circle we call to her, we listen to her, learn from her and heal her.
Bring your own drum. Sweat lodge to immediately follow circle. Call 704-2635323 or MunaySpirit.com.

Photo by Jaime Ibarra
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Sweat Lodge-4:30pm. Love offering. An ancient ceremony used for purification and healing. Most people experience a shift from the release of prayers and
the re-unification to Mother Earth. Bring a dish to share. Call 704-263-5323 or
MunaySpirit.com.
“Essential Ethics” Presented by Geshe Dakpa Topgyal-7:30pm. Free.
Venerable Geshe Dakpa Topgyal will discuss the universal ethical guidelines for
worldly interactions as well as individual spiritual development. The Peaceful
Dragon, 12610 Steele Creek Road. 704-504-8866 or thepeacefuldragon.com.

monday, september 24
Exploring Holistic Healing – 7pm. Weekly presentations and demonstrations to
promote health and wellness in body, mind and spirit by practitioners of alternative healing modalities. Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062
or unityofcharlotte.org.

tuesday, september 25
Raw Food Class-6-8pm. $35. An introduction to the living food lifestyle
covering essential kitchen tools, food staples, and variety of dishes. Talleys, 1408C East Blvd. 704-334-9200 or talleys.com.

wednesday, september 26
Free Introduction Evening ~ Breakthrough Performance Workshop7:30-9:30pm. Discover the joy of singing and the freedom to be yourself
in this unique and groundbreaking workshop supporting you to come from
behind the shower curtain into the limelight. Held in Matthews. Call 704-4436196 for location.

thursday, september 27
Green Drinks Meeting-6:30pm. Free. An organic, self-organizing network for
those interested in the environment and green living. The Flying Saucer in the
University area. Info: Richard at 704-754-8880.
Slow Food Charlotte Hosts Alice Waters-8pm. Book signing 6:45. Waters discusses the Edible Schoolyard, a garden program that weaves personal responsibility, community, character and curriculum into the fabric of student life. Dana
Auditorium at Queens University. Tickets: http://shop.slowfoodcharlotte.org.

friday, september 28
Yoga for a Better Back with Mary Lou Buck- 7-9:30pm. $35. Yoga postures which
stretch and strengthen the entire body and bring it into alignment to improve
posture, help prevent and correct back problems, release tension. Yoga for Life in
Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland Ave. 704 344-9642 or yogaforlifedilworth.com.

saturday, september 29
Drum Making Workshop -9:30am-4:30pm. Discussion on the drum and Mother
Earth and our relationship with both. Crafting your own 16-inch drum. Pre-Registration is required by Sept. 14. Call 704-263-5323 or MunaySpirit.com.
Yoga Nidra with Debbie George-12:30-2:30pm. $20. Explore this deep relaxation technique (yogic sleep), bringing about peacefulness and a deep sense
of renewal. Yoga for Life in Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland Ave. 704 344-9642 or
yogaforlifedilworth.com.

sunday, september 30
Ascended Master Teachings – 2-3:30pm. Free. Discover the power of your I AM
Presence. Learn to invoke rays of Light to heal yourself and the world. Fall in
love with Saint Germain and the Violet Flame! Enter the Path to your Ascension.
12327 Jessica Place, Charlotte. 704-302-7335. TempleOfThePresence.org.
Healing Circle-7pm. Love offering. Experience giving and receiving energy from
your heart chakra. Energy healers of all types welcome. Center for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332. 704-531-7993. CPLcharlotte.com.

Save the date:
Saturday, October 6 and Tuesday, October 9
Open House at Carolinas Natural Health Center-10am-2pm on Saturday and
5-8 pm on Tuesday. Health talks, demonstrations, giveaways. 1212 Mann Drive
Suite 100, Matthews. Info: 704- 708-4404.
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sunday
A Course in Miracles-9-10am. (Introductory class
8:30-9am.) Love offering. Unity of Charlotte, 401 E.
Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062 or unityofcharlotte.org.
Center for Positive Living Sunday Service-10am
- Meditation. 11am - Sunday Service. Embrace
the diversity and co-creative power within as we
change our lives through the powerful spiritual
principles of the Science of Mind teaching. Center
for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332.
704-531-7993. CPLcharlotte.com
Sunday Celebration Service-10:30am. Unity
Church of Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood Rd. 704523-0062 or unityofcharlotte.org.
Tai Chi, Yoga, Kungfu and Meditation Classes
-Classes for fitness, stress reduction, healing,
spiritual growth and self-defense for children and
adults. The Peaceful Dragon, 12610 Steele Creek
Road. 704-504-8866. thepeacefuldragon.com.

monday
Elixir Pearl Qigong-6:30-8pm. Help to cultivate
the life elixir within the body, heal chronic health
imbalances and prevent latent diseases from developing. Tao Living Arts Center, 14136 Lancaster
Hwy. 704-542-8088.
Ballantyne Celiac Cooking Group-6:30pm. Free.
4th Monday of every month. Learn new recipes, try
new foods! Earth Fare, 12235 N Community House
Rd. Reservations: 704-926-1201.
Science of Mind 101 –The Spiritual Path- 7pm.
$15/class or $110 for 8 weeks. Gain a greater understanding of the creative nature of your thought.
No prerequisites for this class. Center For Positive
Living 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332. cplcharlotte.
com or 704-531-7993.
Homeopathy Study Group-7-8:30pm. Free. Every
2nd Monday of the month. Earth Fare, 12235 N.
Community House Rd. in Ballantyne. 704-926-1201.

tuesday
Yoga Foundations-7-8:15pm. Learn the basics
of yoga including the pawanmuktasana series to
release blockages and open the energy gates of the
body, correct breathing techniques, the ten foundation standing and floor poses and guided meditation. Tao Living Arts Center, 14136 Lancaster Hwy,
Charlotte, 704-542-8088.
Zen Meditation Group-7-8pm. Free. Lay led. Sitting and walking meditation every Tuesday. Piedmont Unitarian Universalist Church, 9704 Mallard
Creek Road in University area. Info: 704-510-0008.
Directions: puuc.org.

wednesday
Life Force Yoga for Fitness-10-11:15am. and 6:307:45pm. A dynamic series of hatha yoga poses
and breathing techniques to strengthen the body,
develop the core, increase flexibility and improve
breathing capacity. Tao Living Arts, 14136 Lancaster Hwy, 704-542-8088.
A Course in Miracles-6pm. Love offering. Unity of
Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062 or
unityofcharlotte.org.
Science of Mind 201 – Power of Decision -7pm.
$15/class or $110 for 8 weeks. Read, discuss
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and apply the powerful teaching of Dr. Raymond
Charles Barker. Explore the role of the subconscious mind in either abetting or thwarting every
conscious mind decision. Center for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332. cplcharlotte.com
or 704-531-7993.
Charlotte Bhakti Yoga Club-7-9pm. Free. A nonsectarian approach to strengthening personal spiritualism through the exploration of Eastern methods,
philosophy, chanting and various meditations.
University area. For more info contact 704-9652167 or charlottebhaktiyoga@gmail.com.

thursday
A Course in Miracles-9:30am. Love offering. Facilitated by Myrtice Weaver. Unity of Charlotte, 401 E.
Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062 or unityofcharlotte.org.
Original Chen Tai Chi: 6:30-8pm. Powerful stances,
dynamic spiral-like movements and a combination of fast and slow techniques. Intermediate level
class. Base knowledge of tai chi required. Tao Living Arts, 14136 Lancaster Hwy. 704-542-8088.
A Course in Miracles Study Group with Steve &
Susan Weber-7pm. Love offering. Delve into the
way to love and inner peace through forgiveness.
Center For Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste.
332. cplcharlotte.com. 704-531-7993.
Quantum-Touch Healing Circle-7-9pm. Love offering. Facilitated by Judy Johnston and Mike Love,
Certified Quantum-Touch Practitioners/Instructors.
Unity Church of Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood Rd.
704-523-0062 or unityofcharlotte.org.

friday
Couples Beach Retreat & Workshop: 7:30pm - Sun
1:45pm. $595/couple. Transform your relationship
through sacred intimacy and conscious loving. Discover Tantra. Richard & Diana Daffner, Siesta Key
Beach, Sarasota, FL. Brochure 1-877-282-4244.
Hatha Yoga-10-11:30am. Practice yoga from the
inside out. Gain flexibility and strength and reduce
stress with breathing techniques, gentle poses and
meditation. Harmony Yoga. 704-277-3887. South
Charlotte.
Pranic Healing Yoga – 10-11:15am. Learn the techniques of pranic healing, a milenary system of yoga
developed to activate the prana and control the
vital healing energy for the improvement of health.
Tao Energy Arts, 14136 Lancaster Hwy, Charlotte,
705-542-8088.

saturday
Matthews Community Farmers Market- 7:15am12pm. Featuring a wide variety of locally grown
produce, eggs, plants, flowers, baked goods, crafts,
special events and cooking demonstrations. North
Trade St. in downtown Matthews. matthewsfarmersmarket.com
Beginners Chen Tai Chi - 9-10:30am. Class
includes main Tai Chi stances, rooting techniques,
body alignment, silk reeling qigong and the correct
principles for effective practice. Tao Living Arts
Center, 14136 Lancaster Hwy, 704-542-8088.
Le Leche League Meeting-10-11:30am. Every 3rd
Saturday. All breastfeeding mothers or mothers-tobe are welcome. 12235 N. Community House Rd.
in Charlotte. 704-926-1201.
To ensure we keep our community calendar current,
ongoing events must be submitted each month.
Deadline: 12th of the month prior to publication.
Submit to: Calendar@AwakeningCharlotte.
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acupuncture

acupuncture

career coach

CAROLINA ACUPUNCTURE &
HERBS

TAO LIVING ARTS

MY TIME TO SHINE

Fred Williams, L.Ac
17232 Lancaster Hwy, #112
704-543-8888/RealTCM.com
Treating pain, women’s health, infertility, fibromyalgia. Expertise in Tui Na (Chinese Medical
Massage) for pain, injuries, trauma and auto
accidents. On-site Chinese herbal pharmacy.
See ad page 18.

CHARLOTTE ACUPUNCTURE
Hope Peek, LAc & Todd Trembula, L.Ac
700 East Blvd.,
(704) 333-8899
charlotteacupuncture.com

Licensed acupuncturists using
acupuncture, herbal medicine,
and nutritional therapy to
effectively treat many conditions
including: infertility, women’s
health, insomnia, depression, pain,stress,and
weight management. See ad page 38.

DR. MICHAEL
STADTMAUER
2040-B Randolph Road
Charlotte, NC 28207
704-373-9976
drstadtmauer.com

Being an Acupuncturist as well
as a Naturopathic Physician, my
goal is to combine the best of what both Eastern
and Western natural medicine has to offer. See
ad page 22.

Camilo Sanchez, OMD, L.Ac
Charlotte, NC
(704) 542-8088
taolivingarts.com

1 8 ye a r s e x p e r i e n c e i n
Acupuncture and Chinese
Medicine. Specializing in
treatment of stress related
conditions, arthritis, pms &
menopause, fibromyalgia, joint and muscle pain,
digestive disorders and chronic health issues.
See ad page 19.

WANG’S ACUPUNCTURE &
HERBAL CLINIC
Dr.’s Jeffrey Wang
& Mary Ren, DOM, L.Ac
(704) 968-0351
ballantyneacupuncture.com

Acupuncture & herbal experts and
professors from China with 24 years
clinical experience now serving
Charlotte. See ad page 14.

arts
THE NATURAL VOICE
136 E. 36th Street (NoDa)
980-322-8626
thenaturalvoice.com

Vocal coaching classes for
singers, actors, poets, and other
voice-dependent artists. Learn
natural voice care and artistry from a voice coach
and certified herbalist.

DARREN HOLMAN, L.AC, MAOM
Acupuncturist and Oriental
Medicine Practitioner
(704) 708-4404

Darren is a knowledgeable,
compassionate general
practitioner who strives to educate
as well as heal his patients. He
uses acupuncture and Chinese
herbs to treat health concerns of all kinds. See ad
page 12.
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ayurvedic physician
AYURVEDA HEALING SPA
Dr. Aruna Patki, NCTMB, LMBT # 6253
704-808-0708/MassageAyurveda.com

Dr. Patki is an Ayurvedic Physician from India
with over 10 years of experience. She specializes
in Pulse Evaluation, Panchakarma, Pranayam,
Lifestyle, Skin & Beauty Care and Cooking per
body type energy. See ad page 30.

Viki Winterton
310-860-9808
mytimetoshine.net

Are you ready to be supported
in a more fulfilling personal &
professional life? Viki Winterton,
Certified Career, Life & Business
Coach will empower you to create & embrace your best life. FREE SESSION – first
5 calls. $125 value. See ad page 45.

chelation
COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH
SOLUTIONS
1401 Matthews Township Parkway, Ste. 312
(704) 849-0344,
chswellness@safemail.net
Acupuncture, Reflexology, Chelation & Massage.
CHS provides patients the most innovative integrative
physician’s care available. Our physicians coordinate
the best possible therapies using multiple modalities
combining ancient wisdom with modern scientific
technology. See ad back cover.

colon therapy
COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH
SOLUTIONS
1401 Matthews Township Pkwy, Ste. 312
(704) 849-0344

Colon Hydrotherapy sessions held in clinic with
MD on staff. Lifestyle and
nutritional counseling.
Package pricing available.
See ad page 11.
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colon therapy

doula

family health care

WELLNESS 2000

LITTLE MIRACLES

MICHAEL T. SMITH, N.D.

Melissa Reedy
704-609-1079
lovelittlemiracles@yahoo.com

Carolinas Natural Health Center
1212 Mann Dr., Ste. 100, Matthews, NC
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Darlene Barnes
Wellness2000online.com, (704) 921-0079
Changing health, changing lives for over 15
years. Certified Colon Hydrotherapist also offering nutritional counseling and ionic footbath.
University area.

counselors
BELINDA HAVERDILL, M.A., L.P.C.
8000 Corporate Center Dr., Ste. 109
(704) 541-1141 ext. 201
bhaverdill@yahoo.com

Promoting a holistic approach
in exploring opportunities
to deal with life’s struggles
which go beyond focusing on
symptoms. Belinda’s approach
is empowering, compassionate
and life changing. See ad page
28.

Giving birth can be an incredible gift to a mother. In a population of women with many
choices, each mother’s goals
and views are important. My
intention is to support these
values during her birthing experience. A doula is a “team”
player, working along side the
father, partner, or whoever is supporting the
mother in making her more comfortable. See ad
page 39.

energy healing
A RADIANT LIFE HEALTH CENTER
for Body, Mind & Spirit
8318 Pineville-Matthews Rd., Suite 271
(704) 280-1010

Reiki Master Linda Carter
Backes balances energies to
relax the client, reduce stress
and promote healing. Specializing in nutritional and detox
products and theraputic essential oils. Guided meditations also offered.

LESLIE MAITRI, M.ED., LPC, C.H.T.
Mindfulness-Based Psychotherapy
Cotswold area of Charlotte
(704) 458-5561
BeingHome.info

For those that are looking for
someone that can listen well,
respect your experience, and
facilitate deep lasting change
and transformation. Counseling
and Psychotherapy services are
reimbursable by most insurance companies.

Make empowered choices!
Counseling that includes
compassionate support &
practical feedback toward
personal & spiritual growth.
Specializing in relationship
tools, infidelity, loss recovery,
depression/anxiety and women’s issues.
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feng shui
THE FENG SHUI CURE
Steve Kodad, Ctfd Feng Shui
Practitioner/Home Stager
(888) 518-9099
thefengshuicure.com

Feng Shui changes
your environment to
encourage success in
your life aspirations, and
it can sell your home
quicker and for more!

equine massage

ﬁtness

JOY M. CAMPBELL

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

EM/MT, NMT, LMBT #2122
(704) 542-7306

12610 Steele Creek Rd. (Hwy. 160)
Charlotte, NC 28273, (704) 504-8866
thepeacefuldragon.com

Helping your equine friends
feel their best. Relieving muscle tension and stress points
to increase Flexibility and
Range of Motion for Optimal
Performance and a decreased

MANDORLA COUNSELING &
CONSULTING
Mandy Eppley, M.A., LPC
Tammy A. Starling, M.Ed., LPC
1204 The Plaza, Suite 2,
Charlotte, NC 28205
(704) 372-4010
mandorlacounseling.com

Providing whole family
healthcare. Specializing in
classical homeopathy and
clinical nutrition. Treating
people with conditions
ranging from diabetes to
ADHD. Restoring health
naturally. See ad page 13.

chance of injury.

family health care
HOLISTIC MEDICAL CONSULTANTS
Danielle Rose, MD, FAAP
19607 W. Catawba Ave., Cornelius
(704) 892-3433

Bridging the gap between Western Medicine and
Alternative/Complementary medicine by providing
calm, individually-centered care for children and
adults seeking integrated healthcare.

Tai Chi, Kungfu,Yoga, and
Meditation.Traditional and
authentic classes 7 days a
week.Take control of your
fitness, stress reduction,
healing and self-defense.
Programs for kids aged
3 and up, through senior
citizens. See ad inside front cover.

gift shop
TEN THOUSAND VILLAGES
Cotswold Village Shops
Charlotte, NC 28211, (704) 365-0010

Discover the sights,
sounds and textures
of the world with Ten
Thousand Villages
intriguing creations
including home and
garden decor, baskets,
jewelry, toys and musical instruments. See
ad page 15.
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herbals & supplements life coach
CLARA’S CHOICE FOR HERBS

PURA VIDA WORLDLY ART
1521 Central Ave.
Charlotte, NC 28205
(704) 335-8587
puravidaart.com

Spiritual/Religious art, amulets,
talismans, folk art, home décor,
artwear, books, and gifts from around the globe. Also
available: fair trade, organic coffee & tea bar. See ad
page 31.

A retail store dedicated to bringing awareness
through education and guidance to help you
physically, spiritually and mentally achieve wellness through the body’s own healing ability.

holistic health

graphic design
DC DESIGNS
Debbie Cole
(704) 763-4087,
colehousepub@bellsouth.net

Debbie is a freelance graphic
designer with over 10 years
experience in advertising.
Services include brochures,
forms, logos, newsletters, postcards, promotional
giveaways, signage and more.

MELISSA OYLER DESIGNS
Melissa Oyler
(704) 560-9212,
www.melissaoyler.com

HOLISTIC HEALTH NETWORK
Sponsored by the
Charlotte Network of
the American Holistic
Nurses Association
Belle Radenbaugh
(704) 542-7040
ncholisticnetwork.com
Interested in holistic healthcare? Join us at
6:45PM on the first Tuesday of the month,
September to June, at Charlotte’s Presbyterian
Hospital. Interesting topics by dynamic speakers. See calendar for details.

homeopathy
MICHAEL T. SMITH, N.D.

Melissa Oyler Designs
creates books that are
more than just photo
albums. Everyone has a
story to tell, and Melissa can tell yours in true fairy-tale fashion with a
mixture of photos and words. Wedding, family
reunion, or baby’s first year? All moments you’ll
want to remember for a lifetime.

health & wellness
COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH SOLUTIONS
1401 Matthews Township Parkway, Ste. 312
(704) 849-0344
chswellness@safemail.net

CHS provides patients the
most innovative integrative
physician’s care available.
Our physicians coordinate the best possible
therapies using multiple modalities combining
ancient wisdom with modern scientific technology.
See ad back cover.
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Bringing Health to Life
590 Indian Trail Rd., Indian Trail NC
(704) 821-5306

Charlotte

Carolinas Natural Health
Center

1212 Mann Dr., Ste. 100,
Matthews, NC 28105,
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.
com

Providing whole family healthcare.
Specializing in classical homeopathy and clinical
nutrition. Treating people with conditions ranging
from diabetes to ADHD. Restoring health naturally.
See ad page 13.

hypnotherapy
MONROE HYPNOSIS CENTER
Cathie Parker, Certiﬁed Master
Hypnotherapist
704-238-1231
monroehypnosiscenter.com

Your subconscious mind holds the key to positive
life changes. You can access that power through
hypnosis. Call to enquire about your private and
personally customized hypnosis session. Certified
in Pediatric Hypnosis. See ad page 39.

RESULTS DEVELOPMENT
Terri Beatty
1204 The Plaza Ave.,
Ste 4 Charlotte, NC 28205
(704) 335-0660
terri@resultsdev.com

Get the life you want and deserve now! Release your stress,
anger, worry and guilt for better relationships,
health and outlook. Terri combines hypnotherapy,
NLP and energy techniques to create fast forward
movement to a bright tomorrow. Sessions can be
in person or over the phone. Call for a complimentary consultation!

martial arts
THE PEACEFUL
DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd, HWY
160 Charlotte, NC
704-504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and Meditation. Traditional
and authentic classes 7 days a week. Take control
of your fitness, stress reduction, healing and selfdefense. Programs for kids aged 3 and up, through
senior citizens. See ad inside front cover.

massage clinic
ESSENTIAL THERAPY
Laura Vokoun, LMBT, NC#5315
447 S. Sharon Amity, Suite 225
Charlotte, NC 28211
(704) 806-8380,
laura@essentialtherapync.
com

RELIEVE your pain, RETRAIN
your muscles, REBALANCE
your body, & RELAX and enjoy life. Massage
Therapy for Pain Management, Injury Recovery/
Prevention, Stress Reduction, Relaxation. $10 off
your first visit.

massage therapy
ANDY’S MASSAGE
Suite 709 Colwick Tower
4401 Colwick Rd. Charlotte
(704) 200-7747

Sciatica, Back Pain, and Fibromyalgia Massages.You do not need to live with pain! Make
appointment online. www.painmassages.com.
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… connecting you to the leaders in

holistic&environmental businesses
in our community . . .

massage therapy

naturopathic medicine photography

THE HEALING TOUCH

MICHAEL T. SMITH, N.D.

David W. Turner, NCTMB,
LMBT - NC Lic. #900
(704) 996-1460
healingtouchcharlotte.net

David Turner specializes in
eclectic massage based on
the individual client’s needs.
Massage modalities include:
Swedish, Deep Tissue, Medical, Neuromuscular, Reflexology, Myofascial
Release, and Reiki. Conveniently located in
Dilworth: 1373 East Morehead Street - Suite
26, Charlotte. See ad page 9.

MARTIAL THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
Gina Brannagan, LMBT
NC # 6239
400 N. Broome St., Ste. 103
Waxhaw, NC 28173,
(704) 219-2655

By. Appt. Swedish, NMT,
Deep Tissue, Fascia Work,
Massage Cupping, Hot/Cold
Stone Therapy, Reiki. “Fight For Pain Free Living!” Muscle Always Wins! www.myhealingmartialmassage.com. See ad page 45.

naturopathic medicine
MARCI SCOTT, N.D.
Carolinas Natural Health Center
1212 Mann Dr., Ste 100,
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Committed to helping people
achieve optimal health through
clinical nutrition, lifestyle counseling, and herbal medicine. Dr.
Scott educates her patients on
natural options from prevention
of illness to healing chronic disease. See ad page
13.

JESSICA STADTMAUER, ND
The Art of Living Center
1201 East Boulevard
Charlotte, NC 28203
(704) 342-0662
jstadtmauernd@yahoo.com

Specializing in Naturopathic care
for women and children. Using
state-of-the-art testing, nutrition,
homeopathy, detoxification and
bio-identical hormones, Dr. Stadtmauer customizes treatments to her patients individual needs
and goals. Restoring health, vitality and balance
naturally. See ad page 39.
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Carolinas Natural Health Center

1212 Mann Dr., Ste. 100,
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Providing whole family

healthcare. Specializing in
classical homeopathy and
clinical nutrition. Treating
people with conditions ranging from diabetes
to ADHD. Restoring health naturally! See ad
page 13.

DR. MICHAEL
STADTMAUER
2040-B Randolph Rd.
704-373-9976
drstadtmauer.com

Being a Naturopathic Physician
as well as an Acupuncturist, my
goal is to combine the best of
what both Eastern and Western
natural medicine have to offer. See ad page 22.

past life regression
HYPNOSIS CENTER OF SOUTH
CHARLOTTE
Christy Cook, M.S.W., CMHt
(704)641-8943

Gain spiritual and emotional growth through
hypnosis! Specializing in past life regressions
and emotional growth. Discover yourself
through hypnosis in order to start living the life
you want to live!

photography
PHOTOGRAPHY & DESIGN SOLUTIONS
Ashley Fulmer
803-924-3558
ashleyfulmer@gmail.com

Ashley Fulmer uses a unique
a p p r o a ch t o p h o t o g r a p hy
combined with graphic design
to create unique and modern designs for your
business or event. Photography services include:
commercial, engagement portraits, fine art, still
life, photo restoration.

STELLAMARIS IMAGERY
nutleynj1@mac.com
704-344-8932

Portraits, Pets, Nature, Art Prints,
Photojournalism, Product Shoots.
Website under construction.

raw foods
YOUR NATURAL LIFESTYLE
Mary Petriano
YourNaturalLifestyle@nc.rr.com
(919) 439-5707

The best way to “jump start”
your health for the New Year is
with a good cleansing. Our 13
day program known as the TriDecathlon offers you 13 days
of whole foods, water and walking that can be
your new beginning. The feedback that others
have shared is nothing short of amazing. See
ad page 39.

real estate
QUEENSTOWNE REALTY
Steve Kodad
The FengShuiCure.com
(704) 408-8274

Steve Kodad is a licensed real
estate broker in NC and SC of
15 years, and also a certified
Feng Shui Practitioner. When
buying a home consider the
balance and harmony of it,
and make sure it continually
promotes your goals.

spiritual centers
CENTER FOR POSITIVE LIVING
Co-Ministers: Renee LeBoa
& Christy Snow
6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332
Charlotte, NC 28212
(704) 531-7993,
CPLcharlotte.com

We are an ecumenical spiritual community
recognizing and honoring the divine nature and
innate goodness in every individual. We have
ongoing events, classes, concerts and workshops.
See ad page 27.
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yoga

yoga

FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP

CHARLOTTE BHAKTI YOGA CLUB

YOGA HEALTH SOLUTIONS

2621 Weddington Road
Monroe, NC
(704) 291-9393

(704) 715-5421
CharlotteBhaktiYoga@gmail.com

Matthews, NC
(704) 277-6049
www.yogahealthsolutions.com

Come in to experience all the peace and joy a
spiritual shop can offer. We offer a wide variety
of items for your enjoyment. See ad page 16.

tai chi/qigong
TAO LIVING ARTS

HARMONY YOGA

(704)542-8088
taolivingarts.com

Dr. Camilo teaches original Chen style Tai Chi and
Inner Elixir® Qigong to
develop the energy inside
the body (Chi) for fitness,
self-defense, healing and
cultivation of the spirit.
Classes held Monday 6:30
pm and Saturday 9:00 am. Call to register. See
ad page 19.

Rediscover your natural state.
Take a therapeutic path for
stress management, emotional
wellness, chronic pain and
illness in a small, comfortable
setting. Enhance strength and
flexibility while nurturing the soul. Facilitate
balance, healing and self-acceptance. See ad
page 23.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
704-504-8866
thepeacefuldragon.com

12610 Steele Creek Rd, HWY 160
Charlotte, NC,
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Reduce stress, boost energy
and develop top physical
and spiritual well-being!
Learn authentic and traditional tai chi and
qigong at Charlotte’s #1 school for martial arts
and health arts. See ad inside front cover.

thermography

Authentic yoga for health,
self-cultivation and enlightenment. Using postures
and methods practiced for
centuries in the Shaolin and
Taoist traditions of China. See
ad inside front cover.

YOGA FOR LIFE IN DILWORTH

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH
SOLUTIONS
1401 Matthews Township Pkw, Ste 312
(704) 849-0344

Only screening center in
NC with Computerized
Regulation Thermography (CRT 2000).
State-of-the-art screening for early detection
of chronic diseases such as cancer and other
catastrophic illnesses. Safe, accurate, non-invasive, painless, and radiation free.See ad back
cover.

Charlotte

Visit our new website and
learn how holistic health
programs using Ayurvedic
principles and meditation can
bring your life into balance.
Discover your Dosha (Vata,
Pitta, Kapha) for FREE! Call
Today! See ad page 17.

Lisa Moore, Registered Yoga Teacher
Located in South Charlotte
(704) 277-3887
HarmonyYoga2005@aol.com

THE PEACEFUL
DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd,
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This non-physical form of yoga strengthens
personal spiritualism through kirtans (spiritual
hymns), the chanting of mantras and study of
the Bhagavad-Gita, a sacred Vedic text. Meeting
and practicing Bhakti yoga in a group makes it
interactive and entertaining. All are welcomed
to attend.

1920-B Cleveland Ave.
Charlotte NC 28203
(704) 344-9642
yogalifedilworth@bellsouth.net
www.yogaforlifedilworth.com.

Yoga for You--Whoever You Are. More than a
“Power” studio, Yoga for Life offers something
for every body! Classes & workshops include
Chair Yoga, Prenatal, Meditation and Yoga
Nidra. New classes begin September 10, free
classes September 10-16. Kripalu Affiliated
Studio.

Want to make sure
everyone knows
about your business?
Purchase a listing in our
Community Resource Guide.
Rates:
6 Month - $59.50
12 Month - $52.50
Call 704-499-3327
ads@awakeningcharlotte.com
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classiﬁeds
business for sale
Successful vitamin & herbal supplement store for sale in NW Florida. 11
years in the same great location, mail order and internet web site included
with store. If you are interested in owning your own store, with loyal
customer base contact: Betty Majors. SUNBELT BUSINESS BROKERS 866473-2221.

for rent
FREE Natural Weight Loss Patches w/ Rental - $1,250 Ionic Foot Bath
$69/Mo, 100% Satisfaction & Warranty www.BeWellU.com 24 hr message
239-434-1622

help wanted
Integrated health and wellness center seeking experienced colon hydrotherapist or certified nursing assistant (CNA) willing to train. Call 704/7136068

housesitting
Let me lovingly care for your house, pets and plants in your absence.
Mature non-smoking woman/experienced house-sitter enjoys a change of
scenery and quiet time for reading and writing. My schedule can accomodate yours. Excellent references and reasonable rates. Contact: 704-9956850 or JustAskCharlotte@yahoo.com.

intimacy retreats
Romantic Beach Vacation/Workshops: Florida, Mexico. Create Magic in
Your Relationship. Enliven Intimacy and Passion. Brochure 1-877-2824244, www.IntimacyRetreats.com

intuitive arts
Feeling stuck? Wanting clarity on issues? I can bring perspective thru
intuitive insight. Call Caren 704-907-0345 or e-mail intuitivearts@carolina.
rr.com

vacation
The Bed and Bike Inn-Looking for a getaway that’s just minutes from
Charlotte? Visit a great place to escape for relaxation or adventure. 704463-0768 or BedandBikeInn.com.

wine tours
Uwharrie Tours-Wine Tours within an hour from Charlotte! Moonlight
kayaking, eclectic shopping, horseback riding, biking and more. UwharrieTours.com or 704-463-0768.

Classifieds
Rate: 50 cents a word
704-499-3327, ads@awakeningcharlotte.com
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